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On, Tuesday 20th June 2017, yr5 went to Gressenhall and Dreamy hollow. First of all, 

we went on the coach I sat with Olivia we didn’t speak much so I just drew. A few 

moments later, we arrived we went in this tent called a marquee, we all sat down in 

are chairs and met Jim and Rachel Jim took us first for an Edwardian lesson we had 

to line up girls on one side and boys on the other a few moments later, we went in 

and got to sit and these cool chair we had to have are hands checked to see if they 

were dirty or not none of our hands were dirty so then we did a drill it was quite fun. 

After that, we did some maths with the abacus it was quite confusion but I got the 

hang of it. Later on, we did some geography. straight after that, we did alphabet it 

was boring. 

 

Later on, we went to the workhouse and met Rachel we did thing were you had to 

knock on the door and Rachel would answer and say have you got the letter for the 

work house Kyle. s said yes so we could go in and then she said what we could not 

take in the workhouse after that we went to this statue called Christopher who had 8 

children then we went into this museum to see his house after he put 7 of his kids in 

the workhouse as soon as he started improving so he got his kids back one by one. 

After we went to this bit were beds told stories. A few moments later, we went outside 

and looked for are initials on the wall I found mine we went on the other side and 

saw another statue throwing bread other to her sons she was sent in the cell for 8 

hours. We went to the laundry room we went to the washing machines from 100 

years ago and we smelt all kind of digusting clothes. A little while later, we had lunch 

I sat with Cherish, Sylvie, Daniel and Kyle.S we spoke about slime and what we liked 

about the trip so far. We then got are jotters out and writ about what we learnt so 

far. A few moments later, we got on the coach to Dreamy hollow I sat with Sylvie we 

looked at my old diary it was quite funny but weird than we spoked about the 

unicorns I drewed in my book I spoke to cherish through a weird hole. We finally got 

their,and met Sargent Taylor and David the two soldiers we went in the first trench 

and had to duck down we kept going through the trenches also, I got to wear a hat 

after that, we got to ring the gas alarm they set of a fake gas attack it was quite fun 

but it smelt weird .We went to this shelter were we saw people take the hospital bed 

along the shelter. After that we went to another trench were we heard world war one 

music and did 1-minute silence. After that, we got back on the coach I sat with Sylvie 

again because we left are bags this time we spoke about what we Thought it was 

gonna look like I said I thought it would be a museum but no also we spoke to Trinity 

about 30 minutes later we were back we all went into the hall and waited for are 

parents my dad picked me up with my brother and we went home. 

 
 


